Semantic inhibition impairment in mild cognitive impairment: a distinctive feature of upcoming cognitive decline?
This study aimed to measure semantic inhibitory capacities in persons with a diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease (AD) or mild cognitive impairment (MCI), in healthy older and younger adults. This was done by relying on a computerized adaptation of the Hayling task, designed to diminish the likelihood of using alternative noninhibitory strategies. Participants with both AD and MCI showed impaired performance on the inhibition condition. Participants with AD showed both poorer score and an increased number of errors, whereas persons with MCI obtained lower score. There was also an effect of normal aging in the inhibition condition when considering reaction time only. In participants with MCI and AD, there was a significant correlation between lexico-semantic capacities and performance on the automatic condition. Follow-up analysis revealed that participants with MCI who experienced a subsequent significant cognitive decline had impaired performance in the inhibition condition at the time of the experiment, while participants with MCI who remained stable did not. Overall, results indicate that semantic inhibition of a prepotent response is impaired in participants with MCI and may have predictive value regarding future decline, supporting its prognostic role in the early identification of dementia.